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ABSTRACT

We propose a nelv approach based on dynamic recurrent neural netrvorks

@Rf iI.J) to identi$, in humans, the relationship between the muscle
electromyographic @MG) activities and the ann kinematics during tjre
drarving of the figure eight using an extended arm. After leanring, the
DRbIN simulations shorved the efficienry of the model. We demonstrated its

-generalization ability to drarv unlearned moyements. We developed a test of
its phi'siological plausibility by computing the error velocify vectors rvhen
small artificial lesiors in the EMG siglals were created. These lesion
epenments demonstrated that the DRNfi has identified tie oreferenlial
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direction of the physiological action of the studied muscles. The netrvork

also identified neural constraints zuch as the covariation between

geometrical and kinematics parameters of the movement. This suggests that

the information of raw EMG signals is largely representative of the

kinematics stored in the central motor pattern. Moreover, the DRNN

approach will allow one to dissociate the feedforward command (central

motor pattern) and the feedback effects from muscles, skin and joints

KEYWORDS

recurrent neural networks, dynamics, biomechanics, identification, temporal

processing.

1. INTRODUCTION

Artificial neural netrvork research essentially concerns feedfonvard

networks which are now widely considered as powerfrrl tools to approximate

functions, to execute classification tasks or to act as an associative memory.

Nevertheless, most of the feedforward neural networks have to perform tasks

that we can consider as static'. recognition of characters, patterns, images,

Sequences, etc. In contrast, recurent neural networks have important

capabilities not found in feedforward networks, including attlactor dynamics

and the ability to store information for lafter use. Our purpose in this paper

is to sfudy dynamic recurrent neural networks and to apply them to a high-

order complex temporal identification.

Dynarnic recurrent neural nehvolks are a variation of the tradttional

neural network models: they present 11yo q?es of adaptative pâranetêrs: the

classical weights betlveen the units and the time constants associated with

each artificial neuron.

The combination of rectuïence and adaptative lime constants rvill enable

the use of our models for complex temporal tasks. That means that instead

of static tasks of recognition, dlnamic recurrent neural netrvorks can handle

adaptative on-line processing of continuous trme-varying signals. Such

neural models which have time-var,uing inputs and/or oulputs can bring ne$

iirsigirts in different fields such as signal producton (motor control), signal
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recognition (speech recognition), signal prediction (time series precliction)
or signal processing (adaptalive filtering).

The application that rve rvill consider here is the identificaLion of the
complex relationships befrveen the command signals sent by the central
newous system to the limb (electromyographic actviries) and the movement
that they induce. The recording of the elechomyographic @MG) actir,.ity
accompanfng fast voluntary movement offers al interesting insight into tre
control of movement /10,2,14,9,8/. Horvever, the current EMG analysis
suffers from different technical limitations in modeling the relationship
berrveen the EMG signal ard the related movement /2g,l9l . For exampie, in
almost all the studies, EMG signals are approximated by simple geometrical
shapes (such as rectangles or triangres). Although this type of model has
been used to investigate the reiationship betrveen the triphasic EMG signals
and limb dynamics during unidirectionar fasr mo'ernents /r0, 12/, rts
application to more compler movements (as those implicatcd in thc fast
drarving of a fig're eight) is more hazardous. In this sihillion, the muscre
activation pattern is far rnore cornplex than the triphasic pattern of fast
unidirectional movements for rvhich the physical acLion of each EMG burst
rvas determined. In particuiar, the kinernatic analysis of this tlpe of co'rplex
and co'tinuous movements into distinct segments lz4/ v,as not easy to appry
in the analysis of the EMG acrivity /23l.

The objecLives of this study rvere to: (l) develop an alternative approach
based on artificial dynamic recurrent neural networks @RNlrl) to map the
rarv EMG data of the figure eight movement onto the correspondi'g
kinematics of the arm, (2) prove that this DRNN identification is
biomechanically plausible. The neural network consists of firlly
interconnected neuronlike units rvith trvo [pes of adaptative paramcters:
classical lveights betrvcen the units and the time constants associatccl witlr
each neuron. Specificalry, this netrvork ide.tifies some of the complex
relaLionship betrveen the n'ruscle activily (EMG) and the upper-iimb
kinemalics during contplex movcments.

2. DYNAMiC R-ECURRENT NEURAI MODELS

we consider a ge'erai recu.'ent neural nct*,ork moder govemecl b_v the
followirrg equations.
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t. ,r-(cr.) is the squashingrvhere y, is the state or activation level of unit

function defined betrveen 0 and l:

I
F  t , r )  :

I  - - - r 1

and -1; is an erlernal input (or bias) and finally, x; is given by

l , = f  i r , ; ,  g ;

)

rvhich is the propagation eqttation of the netuork (x; is called the total or

effective input ofthe neuron)

The considered nehvorks consist of a series of neurons possibly

organized in layers. All connections are allowed (feedback, feedfonvard, self

connection ald even feedforward and feedback connections between hvo

identical netuons, see Figure 1).

Let us point out that rve consider a continuous-time equation and that we

associate to each neuron-like unit an adaptative time constalt that takes part

in the learning process. This equalion defines the most general recurrent

model one can imagine (except the fact tirat rve do not consider time-delav

connections). More simple models can be denved by discretization. For

example, if rve use a time-step À/ equal to I with all the time constants 7i

e q u a l t o l , t l r e d i s c r e t i z a t i o n o f e q u a t i o n ( l ) g i v e s t h e s i n r p l e r e Ç u r r e n t

nrodel proposed i.e. by Williams andZipser l25l'

As the netrvork is allorved to evolve in time and is governed b1'

continuous-time equations, the error function is defrned as a functional:

u = 
l , ' , '  

q(y( . t ) , t )  r l t

rvhere /s and /1 define the temporal intervai dunng rvhich the learntng

process occurs.

A n e l e g a n t a l g o r i t h m h a s b e e n p r o p o s e d b y P e a r l m u t t e r | 2 0 l A . l l t h e

learning equations of tlus algorithm are derived in continuous-time space'

we first introduce nerv variables pi (called aclioint t'ariables) that r'vill be

detcrmined by the following system of differentiai equrtions:

1

-  e ;  -  f  L  o , ,  F ' ( t t )  P ,
I

)  

- J

du;
AL

(2)

r3)

(4)

(5 )* = ! o '
d t  , t ,
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The present algorithm' called the Time-Dependent Recurrent

Backpropagation algorithm $DRBP) derives the error gradients from the

differential equations' The resulting equations then must be numericaliy

integrated for simulation' Wiltiams and Zipser' for their Real-Time

Recurrent Learning E'IRL) algorithm' adopted a different approach by first

discretizing the differential propagalion equation (1) and then calculaling

the gladients from the aisc'"titta equations (note that this latter algorithm

does not include the correction of adaptative time constants). RTRL and its

variants have been calledfonvarcl gradient methods' as opposed to TDRBP

rvhich is a backwartl gradient method'

The iearmng equations (7) and (8) can be derived either using a hntte

differenceapproximation,thecalculusofvariation'theLagrangemultiplier'

or even from the theory of optimal control in dynamic programming rlsrng

the Pontryagin Matmurn Pinciple /1/' The reader can ftnd more details

in l3l.

3. METI{ODS

Four male right-handed subjects behveen 2l and 25 years (mean neight:

T3kgandmeanhe igh t :179cm) rve reasked toc l ra rvas fas tasposs ib le fou r

figures eight with the right extended arm in free-space (the initial directions

of the movements 
,,u"r. up_right, upJeft, dorvn-reft, dorvn-rigirt

respectively). Tire movements of the arm were recorded and analyzed ustng

the optoelectr oni" tLrct system (includ'ing 2 TV cameras lvorking at a

samPling rate of 100 Hz') l4l'

Surface EMG patterns of seven muscles were meAsured using telemetry'

Muscle activiry was recorded using pairs of silver-silver chloridc surface

electrodes on the following muscles: posterior deltoid external and internirl

(PDE and PDI), anterior deltoid (AD)' mediar deltoid (llD)' pectoralis

major superior ard inferior (PMS and PMI) and latissimus dorsi 0-D)'

Surface electrodes were positioned at the approximated geometrical center of

the muscle belly wrth an interetectrode distalce of 2'5 cm' From previous

experiences with the analyses of fast unidirectional movements of the arm

rvhich revealed quite l-gt difi"'"nces in shoulder muscle activation patterûs

(rvith respect to amplituie and to reladve.timing)' it can be concluded that

cross- ta lkbetrveentht" -u" l ts issmal l l tarvEMGsignals(dr- f ferent ia l

detection) rvere amplif ied (l '000 times) and bandpass fi l tered (10-2000 Hz)
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A-{1er this, the EMGs rvere digiûz ed at 2 k}Iz' full-rvave rectified and

smoothed by means of a third order averaging filter rvith a time constant of

20  ms  /13 i .

Four inlia-red reflecting markers rvere attached to the arm (on the

shoulder, the elbow, the wrist and the index finger)' the three-dimensionai

spatial position of these markers were computed by the EUTE system' As

the movements were performed with the exlended limb' the information

from the four marters is partly redundant' The reconstruction of the

movement of the arm by tJre EIJTE system using the trajectories of the four

markers confirmed ttre visuat inspection that the upper arm' forearm' hand

and index finger acted as a rigid link' Thus' we used the data rvith the best

definition related to the representation of the figure eight: the position of the

index marker.

During the trairung phase of the neurai model' the learning equations (7)

and (8) give the "or-t"t'ion' to appiy to the weights and time constants in

order tJrat the network reproduces the arm trajectory performed by the

srrb ject .Thetra in ingof theneuralnetu,ork issuperv ised: t l re inputpat terns

consist in the EMG signals of the seven muscles' the output patterns the

spatial coordinates of tle position of the index figure marker prol'ided by the

ELIT.EsyStem(Figure2) .Eachtra in ingrvasassociatedtoonlyonesubject

and for only one tlpe of electrode localion' The error is given by the

measured area beûvàen the experinienhl and the simulated trajectories

(cornputed using a discretized trvo-dimensional integral derived from eq' 3)'

Wc chose that arca instead of the squared sum of the differences betrveen the

two curves to take into account the length of tlie time step (and thus the

number of points to draw one trajectory) The training is stopped when the

error reaches an asymptotic lorver bound'

Af terhavingtra inedthenefwork,atestof i tsgeneral izat ionabi l i i -must

be performed. For that purpose, rve recorded the acriviry of the same seven

muscies and index finger position u'hen the subjects rvere asked to drarv a

circular ûajectory insiead of figure eight' We presented to the trained

netrvork thesc EMG signals and compared the experimental and simulated

trajectones.

In order to test thc biorncchanical plausibility of the DRNN simulation'

we must hrst detcrmine, in the present experimental conditions' the

mechanical pulling direction of each muscle For this purpose' the subjects

r , r ,ereaskedtoperfonnaser iesofsef- rerminatcdbal l is t icmovenrentsof60

cm of ampiitude around the initia-l position from rvhich the hgure eight r"'as
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Fig. 2: Input-output organization of ttre DRNN. The inputs consist of

seven full-wave rectified EMG signals (four of them are ciepicted).
The outputs are the y and Z coordinates of the index rnarker
during the drawing of tÏe figure eight (sho*.:n on the right) u,ith
the exlended arm. The reference axis associated with the arnr
movement is depicted on the top-left corner. The movement is
characterized by tuvo main components in the verrical direction (y
a-xis - dorvn and up) and by four main components in the
horizontal direction (Z axis - right, left, right and left) (sec the
figure eight trajectory).

realized (the directions of the fast movements rvere indicated by a scries of
lines dran'n everv 22.5 degrees on a panel locarizeci in front of tire s'bject).
During this task, EMG patterns of agonist-antagonist muscles controll ing
the primarl shoulder nloyements demonstrated the commoirlr,, observed
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triphasic EMG response /ll/. The classical triphasic EMG pauern is
unmistakable in agonist and antagonist EMGs. It consists of tluee main
bursts of EMG activity corresponding to the starting (initial burst of the
agonist), stopping @urst of the antagonist) and clamping (seconil burst of
agonist) phases of the movernent. For movements performed as fast as
possible, the eslimation of the mechanical pulling direction rvas close to the
direclion of the largest peak of the inirial agonist EMG activiry-. The
beginning and the end of the frrst agonist EtvIG burst were defined by visual
inspection of single trials. The integral of the EMG signal between these two
instarts were used to determine on a polar diagram the field of agonist
acttvation of the muscle (the preferential felù). This gpe of diagrirm
provides the directional tuning of muscle activifi /5/.

Finally, the testing of the biomechanical plausibilitv of rhe DRNIN
simulation rvas realized by perforning artificial lesions (AL) of the EMG
signal (small cut-off of 50 ms in duraLion) in a well-identified EMG burst of
one muscle. This modihed signal associated to all the other unmodified
EMG signals were provided to the DRNN (previously trained with all the
nonnal EMG signals). The resulting altered tr.rjectory \\,as compared to the
ruonnal one. we computed tie error vector of the arm velocity' betrvee n the
normal and altered trajectories. The direction of the error vector rvould
indicate u'hich directional tuning the DRNN has attributed to the lesionccl
muscle. This information rvas then compared rvith the real dircctional
tuning recorded on the same subject.

We chose to validate the model using ALs because an anall,tical
validation is, at the present time, impossible due to inherent problems of
biomechanical analysis (redundancy of muscle activations, diffe rent
strategies across subjects, etc.). The only \va)' to retrieve infonnation
concerning the quality of the DRNN identification dedicated to only one
movement for one subject is to modi$ the only available parameters CEMG
input signals) in order to analyze the effects on the output signals (altered
trajectories).

4. RESULTS

4.1 Characterization of the rccortled moyements

The mean duraLion of the figure eight movement was 1.3 + 0.6 s, the
mean verlical and horizontai amplitudes lvere 878.6 f 165.6 mrn and 4g6.6
+ 166.'7 mm respectil'ely (n = 16, i.e. 4 trials for eacir of the 4 sLrbjects, thc
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variability within each subject is of the same order). The sequence of
sampled data given by the EUTE qystem for one movement was about 3,000
points per variable (comprising seven EMG sigrrals and two arm
coordinates).

4.2 Characterization of the EMG signals

The full-wave rectified EMG of four of the seven shoulder muscles,
recorded in one representative subject are shorvn in Figure 2. For each
muscle, we were able to dissociate the EMG activity into several bursts. Trvo
of these muscles (MD and PDI) act like prime movers for this movemenr
started torvards t}'e exlension-abducûon direction @igure 3, top). Let us
point out that this prime movers combinaton of a flexion-abduction acnrator
(À,{D) and of a exlension-abducton actuator (pDI) is explained by tire small
initial curve ûajectory oriented towards the flexion-abduction direction. Ali
the experimental trajectories present this iniûal inverted cuwature.

The trvo other illustrated muscles (pMI ard AD) clearly act as antagonist
during the first part of the movement. unfoff*nately, this reciprocal
(agonist-antagonist) pattem r.vill not remain constant for the duration of the
movement and thus, no analyrical identificatio'is possible. For example, the
AD burst activation overlaps both a silent phase ard an activaton phase of
the PDI in the mid-part of the movement.

4.3 DRNN perforrnance

Among the twenty fully connected neurons of the DRNN, eighteen receive
the inputs (all the different EMG signals) and trvo of them give the ourpur
(the coordinates Y and z, see Figure 2). we only train the netrvork witlr
these two latter coordinates because they define the action plane. The
amplitude of the movement according to the rostro-caudal axis (X a.us) is
very weak and is mainly due to the skeletal constraint. In this case, this
passive movement could not have been identified by the DRNN on the basis
of the EMG signals (mainly related to the volunrary movement).

Figure 3 shorv trvo comparisons between a-n experimental trajectory
(recorded by the ELITE system) and the corresponding simurated one
(produced by the DRNN) for rwo di-fferent subjects. The DRNN performance
ts good ard the simulated curve reproduces all the particularites of the
human complex movements, whatever the initial direction of the movernenr.
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Fig' 3: Trvo comparisons between al experimentar trajectory recorded
rvith the ELITE system (solid lines) and the corresponding
simulated curve generated by the DRNN (dashed rines) for hvo
difierent subjects.

Moreover, once the netu,ork rvas trained, rve subjected it to perturbalions
on all the input muscle EMG (see Table 1, reported to the trajectory of
Figure 3, top).

We alter the signal with random perturbations in the range + 2A(% on all
the input signals. The netrvork exhibited its robustness: the positions r,,aried
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Table 1

Mean absolute differences and standard deviations between the actual

and the output predicted by the model for random perhrrbations on all

the muscle EMG. These values are computed over 50 drarvings of the

trajectory ofFigure 2a.

P erturbotions

Posit ion l ' (mnr) Posit iort Z (nn)

Nlean Std Dev l l l ean  Std  Dev

Randorn noise ( in the range + 20 %)

Random increase ( in the range + 20 %)

Random decrease ( in the range - 20 %)

Total range of lhe movement

22.9 17.1

1 1 . 3  9 1

1 5 . 2  1 1  5

836

26 3 1.7.1

1 0 . 1  7  3

1 0 9  1 6

, 1 t . )

no more than * 26.3 mm for the Z position. If we express that value as a

proporlion of the total range for the parlicular Z position (i.e. 422 mm), this

difference is less than 670. These results highlight the biologically plausible

features of the model: one krorvs that while EMG data tend to be cluite

variable, positions are far more consistent. The perhrrbation experinents

reported in Table 1 provide some nlore evidence tirat the model is valid.

Moreover, after the trairung phase, the DRNN is able to reproduce

unlearned trajectories (e.g. circle, ell ipse, etc.) on tire basis of t l ieir

corresponding EMG signals. These experirnents hrghlight the generalizrtion

abiliry of the neflvork.

4.4 Test of the physiological plausibil i ty of the DRNN sinrulirt ion

Figure 4 illustrates the result obtained after arr artificial lesion (AL)

selectively performed on the second burst of the EMG of the PMS musclc.

In this case, the first part of this burst (Figure 4, top) has bee n cut off during

50 ms (during this interval, the EMG rvas set to 0p$' This altered EMG

signal, and the six other unaltered EMG signals are fed to the DR}{N

previously trained rvith the normal EMG patterns. The resulting trajectory ts

compared to the normal one (Figure 4, bottom). It is clear that the arm is not

a b l e t o g o t o t l r e u p - r i g h t d i r e c | i o n a t t h e r i g h t m o m e n t . T h i s a l t e r e d

movement is compaLible with the physiological action of the PMS (flexor-

adductor actuator).

q l
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Fig. 4: Top: small lesion of 50 ms of duration on the EMG signal of the
PMS muscle. Bottom: comparison betrveen the normal and altered
trajectories (produced by the DRNI.I).

To quantfy the effects of the At, we computed the error vector @$ of
the arm velocity between the normal and the altered trajectories (Figure 5).
As we could expect it, the error velocity vectors are directed towards the
bottom-right.

In this crse, the mean amplitude of the EV recorded during the time of
the AL was 2.I I * 0.82 m/s. The peak amplitude of 3.12 m./s was reached 45
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2  m /s l

2  m l s

À
2  m /s ]

2  m i s

,t
2 m l s l

2 m/s

r  30 ( ]  1  400

Fig' 5: Iriustration of the verocity vectors of the normar and altereci
trajectories. The error velocity vectors are obtained by the
diflerence behveen the preceding ones. Velocity vectors arc
depicted each 2.5 ms.

ms after the onset of the lesion. Afterwards, the amplitude of the EV
decreases continuously until 70 ms after the end of the AL. A_fter this point,
the Ev is directed towards the top u{th small values and neyer vanishes
until the end of the movement.

A total of 64 Ar experiments were performed in different EMG bursts ofall the muscles.

Figure 6 sumrnarizes some of the AL experiments for rvhich the r'earr
EV is compared to the preferential field of the corresponding muscres. For
example, for trre AD muscle, eight ALs were performed, ancl the mean EVs
are illustrated on a polar diagram. Most of the mean Evs rvere directecl
towards the flexion-adduction direction. It is the same direclion that thepreferential field of the agonist activation of this muscle. The concordance
betrveen the mean direction of the EVs (computed from the results of theDzuvN simulation) and the preferential fierd of the tlree other muscres
aclion (recorded on human subjects) is also demonstrated

96
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1 0
Norma|zd  EMG ac t rvâ lnn

Fig. 6: Polar diagrams for the comparison behveen the preferential field
of the normalized agonist actvation of the muscle recorded on
human subjects performing self-terminated ballistic movements
(white areas) and the mean EVs computed from the ALs
performed on the corresponding muscle (vectors). The outer circle
of the polar diagrams corresponds to a value of i for the
normalized EMG activation and to a value of 5 m/s for the
velocity.

5.  DISCUSSION

The main feature of the proposed DRNN is that its simulated movements
are the result of the interaction between rarv EMG signals without any
theoretical assumptions concerning the type of control. It is rvell-known trat
the temporal evolution of the EMG of the individual shoulder muscles are
broadly tuned with respect to the direction of movement 16,ll/ . our model is
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parricularly zuitable for the identification of the temporal relationship

between ail the muscles involved in the drawing of the figure eight which is

known to be a highly learned trajectory 123,241 ' In order to control a

movement, the central nervous system uses internal representation (IR) or

mental image l1/.In t}re case of the figure eight, this IR is constructed from

sensory-motor information acquired during the learning of general rwiÛng

The recorded EMG represents a combination of the IR (open-loop control)

andaclosed- loopcontro l ( ref lex)basedonmusclespindle informat ion. In

its present form, our DRNN simulation is not able to dissociate tlle different

componentsresultingfromlRorreflexmodulationbutfirtherdevelopments

would include this gpe of information'

Thesu i t ab i l i t yo f t heDRNNisma i r r l ydue to theadap ta t i ve t ime

constantsassociatedtoeachneuron. l ikeuni t 'Thesegreat ly increaset}e

dynamical features of the model 117,16,15,201' Moreover' in our nehvork'

the time constants are pârt of the learning process and remain within an

interval of values compatble with biology' The DRNNs are much more

adaptedtotemporal t reatrnentsthantheclassical feedforwardnerworks

whicharemorededicatedtoc lass i f icat iontasks 'ournetwork ident i f les

ef f rc ient lya l l thetemporal re lat ionshipsarrdthusci rcumventoneof the

main weaknesses offeedforward neural nehvorks /22l'

The cause-and-effect sequence of events necessary for the drawing of a

figure eight movement includes: (i) retrieval and activation of a prelearned

figure eight central command; (ii) transmission of the commald to the

motoneurons;(i i i)muscleactivationanddevelopmentoftheconcomitant

EMG signals; (iv) generation of forces at joints regulated by anthropometric

parametersoftheskeleton;(v)movementofthearminfree-space.Although

rhe DRNN realizes the EMG (step (iii)) to kinematics (step (v)), the step (iv)

concerning the generation of forces is missing The main problem is that the

muscles are not ideal actuators: muscle force does not depend solely and

l inear lyoni tsact ivat ion(neural input)butdependsinanontr iv ia l rvayon

its length and its contraction velociqv 126,27 l . The lack of this information in

theDRNNmaypart lyexpla i r r thereverseident i f icat ionofsomemuscie

actions (Figure 4). In fact, some muscle actions were identified as eccen|ric

(nega t i vework ) i r r s teado fphys io log i ca l concen t r i c (pos i t i vework ) .

Neve r the less ,wh i l ece r ta in l yno tconc lus i ve ,webe l i eve tha t theALs

reported in Figures 3 and 4 provide some evidence that the identi-fication

held by the DRNN is biomechnnically plausible. The fact that the direction

of the EV coincides with the preferential field of activation of the

9 8
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corresponding muscle proves that the DRNN has at least identified the

directional action of the difierent muscles. Moreover, as the present DRNN

is able to reproduce unlearned trajectories when it is previously trained with

the figure eight means that the information content in the combination of the

seven EMG signals is, in the case of the figure eight, sufficiently relevart to

reach the generalization ability. This also mears that the figure eight is an

ideal movement for the leaming process of the DRNN. The particular cuwe

implicates throughout the movement â permanent change of its direclion

combirung clockwise ard counterclockrvise rotation.

Further experiments w'ill include the eKension of the DRNN to other

tlpes of complex movements using multijoint control and the utilization of

dift-erent [pes of input signals derived from the EMG data. For example, the

treatment of the EMG inputs by means of dtfferent biological filters (llill-

gpe rauscie model) including tension-length ald force-velocity relationships

of muscle-tendon actuators can provided a good approximaLion of muscle

force /13/. The training of the DRNN will be made with this [pe of force

signal. The comparison of the DRNN simulation signals would probably

gain fi.rther insight regarding the validity of the DRNN approach.

6.  CONCLUSION

The present results shorv that DRNNs are successful in identifying the

cornplex mapping betrveen full-wave rectified EMG signals and upper-limb

trajectory. As presented in Seclion 4, the quality of the identification of the

mapping rvill allorv to ciearly interpret tlte role of each muscle in any

particular movement. Our method succeeds whereas several others

(estimating inclividual muscle forces by means of mathematcal optimization

theory, study of the mechanical action of each muscle, etc.) have failed or

gave poor results in solving the complex problem of muscular redundancy.

There are a nurnber of research avenues that have potential in fufure

applicatons of the DRNN approach. This type of simulation studies can be

of great importance in the fields of basic motion research, prevenlive healtlt

care. pre-surgery simulation, physical rehabilitation and sport performance

For example, the netrvork could be trained on pathological EMG and

movement data on one patient prior to orthopedic surgery. Then, it could be

possible to sinrulate, by changing some of the EMG inputs of the prevrous

lernrcd nctrvork. the effects erpccted by surgery. In thc srme \\i l \ ' .  thc

() ()
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DRNN would be particularly helpfirl in physical rehabilitation where it

could be used to realize a rehabilitation ûaining proglam including an

appropriate selecton of muscle activations as well as the adequate temporal

and spatial combination of antagonist muscles'

The performance of this DRNN identiication reinforce the idea that the

sfudy of the relationship behveen EMG signals and kinematics rvill lead to

insight into the formation of the central motor pattern'

Furthermore, due to their dinamical features and to their abiiities,

dynamic recurrent neural networks can be applied to several other research

fields. We have already zuccessfully used this kind of network to simulate

the neural integrator of the human oculomotor system' We have also

developed some other efficient applicalions of dynamic neural networks in

the field of mathematics (zuch as interpolation tasks i.e'' for the forecasting

of stock market value) and of engineering (active noise control)'
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